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Because I’ve always wanted to...

= One way
= Return flight

= Drive
= Train
= Travelling

Trichy

= One way
= Return flight

= Drive
= Train
= Travelling

Jodhpur

= One way
= Return flight

= Drive
= Train
= Travelling

In a Nutshell...
Day 0 - Fly to Kolkata from London via Dubai
Day 1 - Arrive in Kolkata. Glenburn Penthouse
Day 2 - Explore Kolkata. Glenburn Penthouse
Day 3 - Walk from Bow Barracks to Burra Bazaar. Drive around Dalhousie Square. Tram Ride. Glenburn Penthouse
Day 4 - Flight to Trichy via Chennai. Drive to Veppathur. Mantra Koodam
Day 5 - Drive to Tanjore. Visit temples. On to Kanadukathan. Visalam
Day 6 - Explore Kanadukathan and Chettinar area. Visalam
Day 7 - Explore Madurai and Rajakkad Estate. Rajakkad Estate
Day 8 - Explore the Plantations. Picnic. Rajakkad Estate
Day 9 - Flight to Bangalore and on to Mysore. Royal Orchid Hotel Metropole
Day 10 - Explore Mysore. Royal Orchid Hotel Metropole
Day 11 - Drive to and Explore Coorg. School Estate
Day 12 - Bird watching. Visit elephant camp. School Estate
Day 13 - Drive to Wayanad. Amaryllis
Day 14 - Explore Wayanad. Amaryllis
Day 15 - Drive to Neeleshwar. Neeleshwar Hermitage
Day 16 - At leisure. Neeleshwar Hermitage

Day 17 - At Leisure. Neeleshwar Hermitage
Day 18 - Flight to Udaipur via Mumbai. Raas Devigarh
Day 19 - Tour of Udaipur. Boat ride on Lake Pichola at sunset. Raas Devigarh
Day 20 - Drive to Jawai. Safari to the Bera Rock. Sujan Jawai
Day 21 - Morning safari. Drive to Jodhpur. Raas Jodhpur
Day 22 - Explore Jodhpur. Raas Jodhpur
Day 23 - Drive to Chhatra Sagar. Raas Chhatra Sagar
Day 24 - Explore locally. Raas Chhatra Sagar
Day 25 - Drive to Nagaur and explore the old city. Ranvas
Day 26 - Drive to Jaipur. Visit city, market and temples. Samode Haveli
Day 27 - Explore City Palace and Dera Amer. Samode Haveli
Day 28 - Drive to Ranthambore. Evening safari. Sher Bagh
Day 29 - Morning and afternoon safari. Sher Bagh
Day 30 - Morning safari. Train to Delhi. Oberoi Gurgaon
Day 31 - fly Home
Welcome home!
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Trains...
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Your Sample Itinerary…
Day 0 - Fly to Kolkata from London via Dubai
Today your Emirates chauffeur will collect you from home and transfer you to Gatwick Airport in good time for your overnight flight to Kolkata, via Dubai.
Accommodation: Overnight flight
Meals: In-flight meals
Day 1 - Arrive in Kolkata
You will arrive in Kolkata at 7.40am this morning. On exiting the aircraft, you will be
greeted in the arrival hall by a laterallife representative and transferred to your hotel. The remainder of the day is at your own leisure.
Accommodation: Glenburn Penthouse
Meals: Breakfast
Day 2 - Exploring Kolkata
In the early morning you will be taken to Howrah Railway Station, the oldest and
largest station in the country to join the throng of rush hour commuters from across
the bridge of Hooghly River. Just opposite the station is the jetty for the public ferry
which will transfer you across the river where you will see the stalls at the Mullik
Ghat Flower Market. After some time, you will come across a sandy area which is
dedicated to local wrestlers who often practice here. Next, head to North Calcutta –
“The Black Town”, where a parallel culture heavily influenced by the Europeans,
flourished among the pioneering families of Bengal. Visit Kumartuli, where you will
see the making lavish idols of deities used mainly for religious festivals, a 300-yearold-tradition. From there head towards Marble Palace, built in 1835 by Raja Rajendra Mullick, a wealthy Bengali merchant, which houses a kitsch collection of paintings, marble sculptures and Belgian glass. Visit the Jain Temple Complex of 4 ornate
temples with its mirrors, ceramic tiles and chandeliers brought over to India by rich
merchants from lands as far away as Persia, Japan and Europe.
Lunch will be at 6 Ballygunge Place, an authentic standalone Bengali Restaurant.
The Victoria Memorial and the adjacent St. Paul’s Cathedral were left behind by the
British. The Victoria Memorial houses a permanent collection of art telling the history of the city. Take a short walk to see the pavement bookstalls along College
Street. You can then decide if you want to return to the hotel or if you want to
keep pushing on and perhaps explore the bustling indoor New Market, a Gothic
style building, operational since 1874 (previously Hoggs Market).

Accommodation: Glenburn Penthouse
Meals: Breakfast
Day 3 - Continuing to explore around Kolkata
Start your day with a walk that begins in the area known as Bow Barracks, home of
the Anglo Indian community and ending at Burra Bazaar. You will come across sites
such as the oldest surviving Christian tomb in the city; synagogues, which have
stood for centuries, and the home of Mother Theresa with her tomb and the Spartan
room where she lived and died. Visit the heritage South Park Street Cemetery, full
of tombs and mausoleums of various eminent personalities of British India of the
18th & and 19th centuries.
You may lunch at any standalone restaurant at Park Street.
After lunch, drive past Dalhousie Square, today called BBD Bagh. Many historic Raj
buildings surround the square, such as Writers Building, designed by Thomas Lyon,
the trading headquarters of the East India Company, and today the seat of the
State Government. Also visit St Andrews Kirk; the silver domed General Post Office
which had the infamous Black Hole of Calcutta. The Raj Bhavan was formerly the
home of the British Viceroys and today serves as the residence of the Governor of
West Bengal. End your exploration with a short tram ride, the oldest in Asia and
the only one you will find in India.
Accommodation: Glenburn Penthouse
Meals: Breakfast
Day 4 - Fly to Trichy
Early this morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Trichy
via Chennai. Upon your arrival you will be greeted by your driver who will drive
you to Veppathur (approximately 2.5 hrs).
Accommodation: Mantra Koodam
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner
Day 5 - Travel to Tanjore and on to Kanadukathan
This morning you will be transferred 1.5 hours to Tanjore. En-route you’ll visit temples such as Chidambaram, Cangaikondacholapuram and Darasuram. Travel on to
Kanadukathan and on your arrival you will check into your hotel with the rest of
your evening to be spent at your own leisure.

Accommodation: Visalam
Meals: Breakfast
Day 6 - Explore Kanadukathan on a Bullock Cart Ride
In the morning your lateallife representative will meet you and take you on a bullock cart ride around Kanadukathan. You will see lots of Chettinar mansions, some
in decline, others beautifully restored, and visit a wonderful example still inhabited
by a descendant of one of the original Chettinar families from the area.
At lunchtime visit The Bangala hotel and restaurant which is renowned for its delicious food and cookery school.
In the afternoon enjoy exploring the area further by car, or walk around Kanadukathan to soak up some village life.
Accommodation: Visalam
Meals: Breakfast
Day 7 - Journey to and exploring Madurai and the Plantation of Rajakkad
Estate
This morning you will be driven to Madurai (approximately 3 hours). The Meenakshi Temple, dedicated to the consort of Shiva, is one of the biggest temple complexes in India. Each night the image of Shiva (in the form of Sundareswarar) is
carried from his shrine to join his consort Parvati (in the form of Meenakshi) at
hers, in another part of the temple. Each morning he is returned to his own place.
The five gopurams that surround the temple are known for the stucco work, with
the 48.8 metre high southern gopuram being the tallest. Sculptures are found
throughout the temple complex.
After lunch, you will be driven approximately 2 hours into the hills of the coffee and
spice plantation of Rajakkad Estate just outside Rajakkad Village in the Idukki district of Kerala. This is a journey to the hill country of Kerala in Southern India. Pallam Palace, your home for the next few nights is the house that sits at the heart of
the old Rajakkad plantation dating back to the 18th century. It is 1,000 m above
sea level and set in the foothills of the Western Ghats. Life here has changed very
little over the last century. Rajakkad offers contemporary gourmet cuisine with a
focus on quality ingredients sourced locally every day from a small farm on the estate grounds. The cuisine is predominantly South Indian with influences from the
Mediterranean.

Accommodation: Rajakkad Estate
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Day 8 - Picnic lunch bedside the waterfall
After breakfast and optional yoga, set off on a 6-hour round trip hike (or 3.5 hours, if
you choose to drive back) into the plantations to reach a waterfall. Enjoy a picnic lunch
next to the waterfall and you can either walk back to the property or drive. The hotel
has other activities to be offered if you wish.
Accommodation: Rajakkad Estate
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 9 - Fly to Bangalore and on to Mysore
This morning you will be driven to Madurai airport (approximately 2 hrs) for your flight
to Bangalore. Upon your arrival at Bangalore airport you will be met by your laterallife
representative driver who will drive you to Mysore (approximately 4 hours).
Accommodation: Royal Orchid Hotel Metropole
Meals: Breakfast
Day 10 - Venture out around Mysore
Today enjoy a city exploration of Mysore. Mysore is popularly known as the Sandalwood
City. Also called the City of Palaces, Mysore emerges as one of the most beautiful and
best planned cities in India. You will visit Srirangapatna island and fort, the beautifully
decorated and colourful Tipu Sultan’s Summer Palace and the enormous Mysore Palace
which is rich with artwork and antiques.
Accommodation: Royal Orchid Hotel Metropole
Meals: Breakfast
Day 11 - Explore Coorg
In the morning, you will be driven to Coorg (approximately 3 hours). Kodagu (Coorg) is
one of the most picturesque hill districts in South India. Kodagu is a coffee region and
the coffee estates here produce some of the world's best coffee. Located in the hills
and valleys of the Western Ghats in Karnataka, Coorg is one of the most attractive
spots in South India.
Accommodation: School Estate
Meals: Breakfast
Day 12 - Bird watching, Dubare Elephant camp
This morning enjoy bird-watching in Dubare forest. Here, Coorg accounts for over 25%
of all bird species in India. In the afternoon visit Dubare Elephant camp (an hour from
your hotel) – bathe, ride, feed or simply watch the elephants at Karnatakan Forest De-

partment’s camp. The elephants famous for the annual Mysore Dussehra festival
were trained here.
Accommodation: School Estate
Meals: Breakfast
Day 13 - Journey onwards to Wayanad
This morning, you will be driven to Wayanad (approximately 4hrs) where you will
stay in Amaryllis, a small homestay with spices farm, with views of the lake and
valley.
The rest of the afternoon is at your leisure.
Accommodation: Amaryllis
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 14 - Leisure day at Wayanad
Take this day to explore and enjoy the area of Wayanad at your leisure.

Enjoy a drive around the wonderfully scenic area and spot lots of wildlife in the backwaters.
Accommodation: Amaryllis
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 15 - Drive to Neeleshwar
This morning, you will be driven to Neeleshwar (approximately 5 hours) before
checking in at Neeleshwar Hermitage.
Accommodation: Neeleshwar Hermitage
Meals: Breakfast
Days 16-17 - At leisure at Neeleshwar
Enjoy spending a couple of days at leisure at Neeleshwar Hermitage.
You should be able to visit the extraordinary Theyyam festival locally which is a remarkable spectacle with a highly decorated priest granting the prayers of those attending. There’s always a vegetarian feast served up to everyone who attends.

Accommodation: Neeleshwar Hermitage
Meals: Breakfast
Day 18 - Flight to Udaipur
This morning you will be transferred to Mangalore airport (approximately 3.5 hours)
for your flight to Udaipur via Mumbai. In Mumbai, you can have lunch at the nearby
airport hotel before taking the flight to Udaipur. Upon arrival you will be met and
transferred to Devigarh.
Accommodation: Raas Devigarh
Meals: Breakfast
Day 19 - Exploring the city with boat ride at sunset
After breakfast you may wish to enjoy a Delwara village walk. Return to the hotel
and after lunch, you will be taken to explore Udaipur. You will visit City Palace, built
in 1725. It is a series of interconnected palaces that reveal private apartments, airy
gardens on the upper floors, paintings and portraits, and a miniature painting gallery.
This is followed by a walking tour through the old part of the city, seeing fruit and
vegetable markets and farmers displaying their produce. You may like to be adventurous and try tea at a local vendor, after which an introduction to the arts of Udaipur
including miniatures. You will also enjoy a private boat ride on Lake Pichola at sunset, then return to the hotel.
Accommodation: Raas Devigarh
Meals: Breakfast
Day 20 - Onwards to Jawai for safari
This morning, you will be transferred to Jawai (approximately 3 hours). Jawai is
amongst boulders, waterbodies and fields. You will stay in African style tents, this
evening taking your first safari to the Bera Rock in search of the leopards.
Dinner will be at the camp.
Accommodation: Sujan Jawai
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 21- Morning safari before travelling to Jodhpur
After breakfast you will go for another jeep safari, scouting for the big cat midst of
rocky outcrops and farm lands. Soon after you will arrive at an exotic location where
a picnic lunch will be served. The rest of the afternoon is your leisure followed later

by a drive to Jodhpur.

Accommodation: Raas Jodhpur
Meals: Breakfast
Day 22 - Explore Jodhpur
This morning your guide will meet you to explore Jodhpur. Depart from your hotel in
rickshaws to first visit Mehrangarh Fort. Your tour of Jodhpur city will include a visit
to the majestic Mehrangarh Fort and the beautiful Jaswant Thada. Exit the Fort out
of the lesser known back gates and take a walk down to the oldest part of Jodhpur,
known for its many houses and buildings that are painted blue. Jodhpur is known as
the Blue City due to the light blue shade that is common for the majority of the houses found in the Brahampuri area of the Walled City. Tucked away from the popular
Clock Tower Bazaar, the Blue City is an unexplored treasure trove of exquisitely
carved Havelis and unknown Bazaars. This area of the city was primarily inhabited by
Brahmins or the highest castes of Hinduism who chose to add a bit of Indigo while
colouring their houses. It is believed that this was to provide a cooling relief from the
scorching heat of summers as light colours reflect heat and also to break the monotony of the plain white lime based white wash. It could also be a symbol of human
resilience towards the stark sandy colours of the Thar Desert around Jodhpur but the
Indigo hued Blue City has a unique identity all its own. After your tour return to the
hotel and spend the rest of the day at leisure.
Accommodation: Raas Jodhpur
Meals: Breakfast
Day 23 - Transfer to Raas Chhatra Sagar
After lunch at Raas Jodhpur hotel, you will be driven to Chhatra Sagar (approximately
2.5 hours).

Accommodation: Raas Chhatra Sagar
Meals: Breakfast and Lunch
Day 24 - Boat trip and birdwatching on the lake
Explore locally and enjoy a boat trip on the lake with specialist bird guides.
Accommodation: Raas Chhatra Sagar
Meals: Breakfast and Lunch

Day 25 - Journey to Nagaur and explore the city
This morning you will be driven to Nagaur (approximately 3 hours). Check-in at

the hotel and later in the afternoon explore this amazing old city with a member of
the local community.
Ahhichatragarh Fort, meaning ‘Fort of the Hooded Cobra’, dates back to 4AD and
has evolved through the passage of time as a fort and palace complex. One of the
finest and most extensive examples of Rajput-Mughal architecture in the Marwar
region, the Fort features a series of painted palaces, mosques, temples, intricate
baoris (reservoirs), water systems, open terraces and Mughal pleasure gardens.
Having passed through several dynasties to the Mughals, Ahhichatrgarh came to
the maharajas of Jodhpur in the 17th century, with whom it remains today.
After taking over the fort in the late 80's the Mehrangarh Museum Trust has been
working to restore this fort as per global heritage conservation guidelines.
In the past 25 years major conservation measures have been initiated, including a
programme of architectural conservation by the Mehrangarh Museum Trust, with
support from the Getty Foundation from 1998-2001. In 2002 the programme
earned UNESCO's Award of Excellence for Cultural Heritage Conservation.
Accommodation: Ranvas
Meals: Breakfast
Day 26 - Jaipur’s markets and temples
After breakfast, you will be driven to Jaipur (approximately 4.5 hours). This afternoon a laterallife representative will guide your exploration of the old city and markets. End the afternoon by visiting one of the temples on the edge of the city, to
leave a blessing with the Gods and witness as the local people come to make their
devotional visit at the close of the day.
Accommodation: Samode Haveli
Meals: Breakfast

Day 27 - Visiting the City Palace
You start today with a visit to the sprawling City Palace. Within the palace complex
are several museums including a textile gallery exhibiting a selection of textiles and
costumes from the royal collection. You will also visit some of the rooms,
which are not usually open to the public. Explore Jaipur with a guide. If you wish,
you can visit Amber fort as well. You will continue to Dera Amer where you will visit
their camp and later after visiting the elephants, you will enjoy a private dinner.
Accommodation: Samode Haveli
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner

Day 28 - Drive to Ranthambore for safari
After breakfast, you will be driven to Ranthambore (approximately 4 hours). You
will arrive on time for an afternoon shared jeep safari.
Accommodation: Sher Bagh
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 29 - Morning and Afternoon safari
Enjoy Morning and afternoon shared jeep safaris.
Accommodation: Sher Bagh
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Day 30 - Morning Safari followed by your train to Delhi
This morning you will be taken for a jeep safari. In the afternoon, you will take a
train to Delhi. Upon your arrival you will be greeted by a laterallife representative
and transferred to your hotel.
Accommodation: Oberoi Gurgaon
Meals: Breakfast
Day 31 - Fly home
Depending upon your flight timings you will be transferred to the airport for your
flight back home.
Accommodation: Overnight flight
Meals: In - Flight meals
Welcome home!

Laterally sleeping...
The Glenburn Penthouse - Kolkata
Developed by the same owners at the enchanting Glenburn Tea Estate in Darljeeling,
The Glenburn Penthouse is a mix of old and new. Each room has a colonial theme; the
large four poster beds and other antique furnishings blending in with the bold fabrics
and sleek and modern finish. The marble bathrooms in particular are elegant and have
both large rainforest showers and bathtubs to enjoy an evening soak. Guests can
choose a room with a balcony, or for those wanting a little more space, there are two
rooftop rooms which have their own gardens complete with jacuzzi. The main highlight of the hotel has to be the rooftop which boasts a pool and the perfect spot to
enjoy some Bengali cuisine. Overlooking the Victoria Memorial, it offers a romantic
setting after a day of sightseeing.
www.glenburnpenthouse.com
Mantra Koodam - Kumbakonam
Mantra Veppathur, an eco-friendly resort, sits between both the Veera Chozha and
Cauverey River in the Kumbakonam Tanjore District of Tamil Nadu. Set in a garden
with trees, flowers, butterflies and different bird species, the resort maintains ecofriendly practices in its day to day operations. Some features of the Mantra Veppathur
Resort include a swimming pool, yoga and meditation centre, Ayurveda spa and restaurant. Guests can spend leisure time going for nature walks along the river banks,
bird watching and bullock cart riding. Rural tours through nearby villages can also be
arranged on request.
www.cghearth.com/mantra-koodam

Visalam Mansion, Chettinad
Visalam is one of the forgotten mansions of Chettinad, a little visited region deep in
the Tamil Nadu interior with a rich history that showcases a lost grandeur. This is a
property that has been retouched, not renovated to maintain the original ‘feel’ and
sense of character for which the mansion was originally built. Mornings here are the
time for ‘kolam’ or ‘rangoli’, a traditional art form. Feel free to join in as the smiling
staff girls deftly sprinkle rice powder and colour onto the floor, creating a kaleidoscope
of geometric patterns. Or try making ‘Poomalai’ or flower garlands, or observe the
delicate art of saree wearing. You could even try a traditional Tamil board game,
"Pallanguli". Evenings are for the stick dance, 'Kolattam’. Just grab a pair of sticks and
join in, whether you are rhythmically inclined or not!
www.cghearth.com/visalam

...sleeping Laterally
Rajakkad Estate, Kerala
This is a journey to the hill country of Southern India. A world of lush forests, coffee
estates and the grandeur of the Palani Hills. Pallam Palace is the house that sits at
the heart of the old Rajakkad plantation. A small garden hotel with 7 unique bedrooms within an 18th century wooden structure that perfectly expresses its rich architectural heritage. At 1,000m above sea level in the foothills of the Western Ghats,
Rajakkad Estate offers a sense of serenity and tranquillity. Life here has changed very
little over the last century. Breakfast, lunches, ‘anytime tea’ or coffee can be served
either on the tree shaded terrace of your choice, or in the dining room.
Take your pick of the individual terraces arranged around the garden, where breakfast is served. Time here can be spent under the shade of the trees, relaxing or walking the many paths of the estate, visiting the farm, the lake, the coffee-drying yards
and the village beyond. Rajakkad is a wonderful place in which to while away the
hours reading, listening to birdsong and doing as little as possible lying in a hammock. However thanks to the pleasant climate all year round (the air at this elevation
is refreshingly and reasonably cool), there are a number of excursions to offer you
accompanied by the estate guide: walks up the river through rocky gorges, beneath
the canopy of the trees and over escarpments with views in all directions; visits to
the nearby coffee plantations and the surrounding hills with waterfalls and quiet
pools where you can swim and enjoy total peace.
http://rajakkadestate.com

Metropole Hotel, Mysore
Located next to the Cauvery River and overlooking the Brindavan Gardens, the hotel
offers 30 cozy and beautifully decorated rooms. It was built as a royal residence in
the 1920's to accommodate the British guests of the Maharaja of Mysore. Today the
beautifully restored mansion, decorated with period antiques, continues the building's
legacy of gracious hospitality combined with the ease of modern comforts. The location is at the heart of Mysore, just a few minutes away from the Railway Station and
close by to the city's major attractions like the Mysore Palace. Wake up to a warm
breakfast at the Garden Café but save room for some Thai and local Indian cuisine
for lunch and dinner. Explore the surrounding areas and visit nearby venues like the
Ranganathittu Bird Sanctuary, Brindavan Gardens and the Cauvery Fishing Camp.
www.royalorchidhotels.com/royal-orchid-metropole-mysore

Laterally sleeping...
School Estate - Coorg
The hill region of Kodagu, formerly known as Coorg, lies 100 km west of Mysore in the
Western Ghats, its eastern fringes merging with the Mysore plateau. Rugged mountains interspersed with cardamom jungle, coffee plantations and lush rice paddy
fields… one of South India’s most beautiful areas. The school estate was first home to
Rev. Rictor, who was one of the early missionaries to Coorg during colonial rule. It is a
delightful homestay. The ancient iron bell stands witness to his presence in this soothing place that is also home to a variety of birds and animals. Here you find a great
scenic getaway surrounded by lush greenery and the soft chirping of exotic birds.
www.schoolestate.in

Amaryllis Wayanad - Wayanad
Wayanad is set on the backwaters of the Karapuzha Reservoir, with the Western
Ghats in the background. Here, you may enjoy natural surroundings, the old world
charm & a planter’s home – leisurely breakfasts, lazing around the pool, sleepy afternoons, tea on the verandah, evenings under the stars, followed by dinner. Fresh home
-cooked meals, and attention to your individual needs – the hallmark of a homestay
experience.

www.amarylliskerala.com

Neeleshwar Hermitage—Nileshwaram
Neeleshwar Hermitage is a lovely peaceful beach and spa hotel in North Kerala. It is
one of a kind and undoubtedly one of the best beaches attached to a hotel in Kerala.
It is set in a palm grove, just back from an unspoiled and safe beach. It has an immensely calm and peaceful atmosphere and has been constructed according to the
architectural principles of Kerala Vastu. The 16 traditional, thatched cottages are
large, airy and wonderfully inviting. They each have their own, very private courtyard
garden. Yoga and massages are available - and the local area offers an alternative to
the ‘backwater experience’ of the South.

...sleeping Laterally
Lotus Houseboat, Neeleshwar
Watching the gentle rhythms of day to day rural life unfold, drifting along Northern Kerala’s verdant backwaters from a comfy steamer chair on board the glorious
sundeck of the Lotus Houseboat is utterly enchanting; a wonderful way to gain an
authentic insight into remote village scenes and observe elusive wildlife up close
and personal. The traditional rice boat exterior of the Lotus belies its sleek interiors with a hint of colonial charm and a relaxed house party atmosphere. The indoor living/dining room has teak floors adorned with hand woven durrie rugs,
paintings depicting temple murals, squishy armchairs scattered with silk cushions
and panoramic windows that open onto the cooling breeze and the fascinating ever changing 180-degree view. The two generous bedroom suites have everything
needed for easy living and a sound night’s sleep: sumptuous king sized beds, positively palatial bathrooms, i-pod docks, super silent a/c and private verandahs for
quiet moments and early morning tea. Our caring and ever attentive team soon
makes this houseboat feel like your own floating home.
In the cool of the evening the sun-deck transforms into the perfect location to sip
an aperitif or dine under a twinkling star-filled sky. Chef spoils guests with seafood
thali feasts and Mediterranean specials prepared using the freshest fish and plump
prawns.
Features of The Lotus:
•
Length: 32 Meters / 104 Feet
•
Width: 6 Meters / 18 Feet
•
Two well appointed, airy and spacious bedrooms
•
A Sun-deck with comfortable sun loungers and an al fresco dining area
•
Spacious indoor sitting and dining room
•
Ayurveda Massage and Yoda sessions available on request
•
Bar and modern kitchen
•
Private crew room with attached bathroom
•
Resident Captain, personal chef & housekeeping staff
Accommodation: The Lotus is an imaginative new interpretation of the traditional
Kerala Houseboat, a unique creation that combines the natural rhythms of the Old
fashioned with the modern amenities of a first class hotel. The Houseboat has
been designed to give its guest the feeling of freedom and the luxury of space.
Each of the two bedrooms (named Sukhima ‘Happiness’ and Lalima ‘Beauty’)
measure over 16 x 13 feet and has solid teak floors. Light and airy with cheerful
colours, they have a large glass observation window with insect-proof screen, locally made wooden furniture, ethnic durrie rugs and paintings by a Kerala artist in
the traditional temple mural style, as well as an ipod docking system, safe and hair
-dryer. Guests have the option of a fan or state of the art air-conditioning. Each
bedroom has an en-suite bathroom (10 x 9 feet) with a shower cubicle and delicious organic Fabindia toiletries. Each also has its own private sitting out varandah
to enjoy those special moments.
www.abchapriretreats.in/lotuskerala.php

Laterally sleeping...
Raas Devigarh - Delwara

One of India's few 'boutique' hotels, Devi Garh is a unique concept of an entirely modern interior design within the framework of a traditional 18th Century fort-palace. The
ingenious owners have given life back to what was a derelict hilltop palace and it is
now a luxury 'palace' hotel. The huge suites are decorated predominantly in marble
with individual colour themes. Panoramic views, a large green marble swimming pool,
superb cuisine and caring staff make this a must for anyone visiting Udaipur.
www.raasdevigarh.com

Sujan Jawai camp - Jawai Bandh
Deep in the wilderness, where leopards roam wild and free, is Jawai. Designed by the
owners, Anjali and Jaisal Singh, Jawai represents a style that combines subtle opulence with abundant adventure. Staying true to their goals for conservation without
compromising comfort, the camp has 9 luxurious tents including one royal suite, each
with oodles of space and privacy that rest encapsulated in a landscape of towering
granite formations, caves, kopjes, Anogeissus scrub and winding sand riverbeds.
www.sujanluxury.com/jawai

Raas, Jodhpur
This glorious little hotel lies at the foot of the mighty Mehrangarh Fort, in the heart of
Jodhpur’s Walled City and the views of the fort looming above are quite spectacular.
This is the place to stay if you want to be in the heart of the old town bringing with it
all the hustle, bustle and the early morning prayers at the neighbouring mosque (they
do have double glazed windows and earplugs if you need them). The hotel comprises
four beautiful old, restored, red sandstone buildings juxtaposed with slick, modern
structures. Almost all the rooms and suites have fort views, some have balconies and
some have terraces. 'Cool' is definitely the 'look' of the hotel as contemporary is fused
with some heritage features. The pool area faces the al fresco white marbled restaurant and a small spa completes the facilities.
www.raasjodhpur.com

...sleeping Laterally
Chhatra Sagar - Nimaj
Water is a limited resource in much of Rajasthan and for this reason in the late nineteenth century, Thakur Chhatra Singh of Nimaj, a powerful noble, decided to dam a
seasonal stream flowing through his estate. His vision was to create a water reservoir
which would harvest the monsoon rains. The dam was completed in 1890 and
changed the dry scrub into prime agricultural land. Farmers struggling for sustenance
on parched lands were invited by Thakur Chhatra Singh to settle around the reservoir.
Today the great grandchildren of Thakur Chhatra Singh have created the camp where

guests can enjoy a relaxing stay, visiting the local farms, walking around the humble
villages and bird-watching.
www.raaschhatrasagar.com
Ranvas Nagaur - Nagaur
Within the magnificent Ahhichatragarh Fort, also known as Nagaur Fort, lies the 18th
century residences of the sixteen ranis of Maharaja Bakhat Singh of Jodhpur. Part of

an ambitious 20 year plan to restore the Fort, they’ve been meticulously revived to
offer elegant and inviting accommodation.
Now a well preserved queenly residence in India, Ranvas is a heritage property in the
purest sense, giving its guests the chance to experience a living legacy and a regal
residence from which to explore Ahhichatragarh. Each of the 10 refurbished havelis
has been named after one of the ranis and has two or three bedrooms with attached
bathrooms and a private courtyard. The suites on the first floor open on to a private
terrace. At present Ranvas comprises 27 rooms in total, a swimming pool and two
charming restaurants.
Nagaur is located north of Jodhpur. It was founded by the Naga Kshatriyas and is
also known as the village "Khatwan" to the locals. Interestingly, after Independence,
Nagaur had the honour of being selected as the place in the country from where the
Democratic Decentralisation process was launched by the late Shri Jawaharlal Nehru,
the first Prime Minister of India on the 2 October 1959. It is today a bustling town,
representative of Rajasthan with its colour and farming communities.
www.ranvasnagaur.com

...sleeping Laterally
Samode Haveli - Jaipur
A haveli is a grand house with inner courtyards built by wealthy merchants or nobility
as a testimony to their status. This 200 year-old little gem, the townhouse of the royal family of Samode, is one of the more spectacular and authentic examples. The
bedrooms are scattered around the rambling building and are superbly decorated.
The huge new swimming pool is one of Jaipur's finest and is a draw in itself. With its
mix of romantic history, simple style and unusual features (including an elephant
ramp at the entrance, constructed for a family wedding in the 1940s), Samode Haveli
has become the hip heritage hotel in Jaipur.

Sher Bagh Resort - Ranthambore National Park
Sher Bagh is a pioneering, tented camp of 12 tents nestling on the borders of the
world–renowned Ranthambhore National Park. Inspired by the safari encampments
of the 1920s, preferred by Princes and Grand Seigneurs of the time, each tent is fur-

nished with 19th century 'Campaign Style' furniture. Sher Bagh was among India’s
first luxury tented camps. It promotes sustainable tourism, is ecologically friendly,
provides high levels of service and a faultless Ranthambhore experience. There is a
small outdoor pool and spa tent together with a library bar and dining tent. Afternoon
tea is served after the safaris and dinner around the campfire.
www.sujanluxury.com/sher-bagh

Oberoi Gurgaon, Gurgaon
The hotel is located in the prime business and shopping district of Gurgaon in the
New Delhi National Capital Region and is a 15 minute drive from Delhi International
Airport. The 202 guest rooms and suites are planned with a host of innovative features. The rooms feature landscape windows that bathe every room with abundant
daylight offering a view of the serene reflection pools and landscaped gardens.

www.oberoihotels.com/oberoi_gurgaon

